Wall Builder
Construction – Southern Border, America

Apply via Twitter

Description
Unpredictable! Impulsive! Questionable! These are just a few words to describe the
ever-changing organization that is TrumpedUp Construction. Our company is the
opposite of transparent. In fact, we operate with the opaqueness of a McDonald’s fry
box. Our CEO’s effortless ability to spark outrage among our friends, along with his
uncanny ability to pretend to negotiate with generally hostile corporate entities has
made this company a morally flexible business that you would be a loser to not want to
work for.
Our mission is to disrupt the entire world in an effort to put Americans first. If you are
looking to thrive in a chaotic organization that really could not care less about you, read
on! We are just the kind of business you might one day regret working for. Our CEO is a
Thumb War Gold medal winner, therefore, knowledge of social media is unnecessary as
he prides himself on his ability to singlehandedly keep his followers up to date twentyfour hours a day via Twitter.
Why You?
We are seeking a few good white men and only attractive women in short skirts to
construct the most beautiful penetrable wall the world has ever seen. This wall will be
gorgeous, and we only want gorgeous people building it. In all fairness, we encourage
illegal immigrants to apply. The ideal candidate will possess a strong lack of integrity
along with a willingness to bend the truth when necessary.
Skills & Requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solid understanding of where your place is
Ability to incorrectly read a room
Some experience mixing concrete (if employed in the making of shoes, please
see job opportunities in our public relations department)
2-4 years experience with digging trenches (if employed for the disposal of
bodies, please see job opportunities in our legal department)
Prior experience with adjective appropriation is desirable
Flexible morals and improvisational storytelling ideal, but with the right attitude,
mentoring opportunities are available
Examples of previous building experience a must. Duplo and Lego projects
accepted. Playing Card houses a bigly plus!

Why TrumpedUp?
We truly believe that our desire to build this wall resonates across borders. As a
community of believers, we know how to bully those who express disagreement or just
have questions regarding our plans. We don’t know anything about how to keep our
employees happy, and we are looking forward to keeping you in the dark as much as
possible.
Perks:
•
•
•
•
•

Working outside under the tremendous southern sun
Possible exposure to hurricanes, typhoons, and the occasional dust storm (also
known as haboobs in certain circles, this term is illegal within our organization)
Frequent social activities such as racquetball, butts-up, and childish name-calling
Possible interviews with real fake news organizations
All the Mexican food you want (just don’t tell them you like it!)

Benefits:
•
•
•
•

Unremarkable salary
100% questionable company ethics
As stated above, all the Mexican food you want! The Mexicans love our CEO!
Knowledge that you are contributing to the most archaic and useless piece of
security equipment this nation has ever seen

The perfect candidate must have daddy issues and be able to tolerate condescension
and misogyny, from the top down. Is that sexual innuendo? Yes. No. Is it? In fact, you
can record our inappropriate comments and actions on your dumb smartphone for all
the world to see, but we will deny it while it plays on a jumbotron behind us and exactly,
but not quite, one-hundred percent of uninformed Americans will believe us.
If you would like to be an expendable cog in a wheel with zero job stability, we want
you! This administration has a long and unappealing record of hiring and firing on a
whim. Our turnover rate is dismal second-to-none!

TrumpedUp is an Unequal Opportunity/Negative Action employer. All qualified
applicants will receive consideration for employment with regard to race, color, religion,
sex, national origin, disability, and/or protected veteran status. Political affiliation will be
a deciding factor. Liberals, Progressives, Moderates, Undeclared, Undecided, and
Democrats, duh, need not apply.

Apply via Twitter Apply Later, Loser

